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Class 1[ edit ] This is the main event, where teams compete with the cars they have designed and built. JCU
engineers show off first generation race car First published July 4, James Cook University mechanical
engineering students will display their talents this weekend with a car that has been completely designed, built
and raced by students. Class 2A pre [ edit ] This was a concept class for teams who only had a project and plan
for a Class 1A car. We warmly welcomed our friends from University of Auckland and Griffith University
back to our workshop and together we packed our trailers in preparation for the big weekend. We would also
like to congratulate the University of Wollongong and Curtin University for placing 2nd and 3rd respectively
in the Combustion category, as well as University of Technology Sydney and University of Queensland for
placing 2nd and 3rd respectively in the Electric category. With the goal of racing both the electric and
combustion cars on track, we began testing much earlier and more frequently than we had in the past.
Meanwhile, the combustion car Business Presentation marked the first static event of the day, followed by the
Engineering Design Event for both cars at 10am and the electric car Business Presentation beginning at 2pm.
This year we plan to embark on a Europe campaign, competing with both the electric car and combustion cars
at the Formula Student UK, Austria and Germany competitions. Following a quick break, the cars were back
in action for Acceleration. The electric car also had to jump through a few hoops to pass electrical scruit and
mechanical scruit, once it passed as well, the team had time to run the required checks on the cars and practice
for static events. Instead of running both events concurrently, Skidpad was the first event of the day, followed
by the Acceleration event commencing in the early afternoon. We seized the opportunity to take the cars out
onto the practice track for a couple of laps, and were fortunate enough to have our cars featured in a news
segment on Channel 9. The new schedule of dynamic events also brought about new rules. The electric car set
a time of 4. Class 1A cars were scored and ranked independently of Class 1. The JCU Motorsports group has
been donated a stall at the Townsville V8 Supercar event to showcase their Formula One-style, open wheeled
race car, which will eventually compete in an international competition against other universities. The best
pictures may be tomorrow July 5 at the V8 event as all team members will be in uniform and the car will be in
its most complete state. Teams were judged on business presentation, cost and design. Make sure you get
down there next year to the North's own annual all-Japanese car and bike show day! With static events done
and the cars ready to race, the team went back to camp to rest up for a much anticipated weekend of dynamic
events. The running order for the Endurance event had Combustion cars first, followed by Electric cars, with
the line up being based on the Autocross times, slowest to fastest. A new statics feedback initiative took place
afterward, allowing judges to give overall feedback on the events and giving teams the opportunity to ask
more specific questions. We immediately set up the pits and had both cars side by side, first in line for
Technical Inspection. The relationship represents a significantly improved level of team sustainability going
forward and is poised to have huge benefits for both the engineering and trades students. These times were not
beaten until the University of Queensland Racing team set a time of 4. The club is hoping to gain sponsorship
in the coming months to help with their goal. As the day progressed, it was encouraging to see a crowd
forming from the viewing area, full of families, friends and other spectators that came to support and cheer the
teams on. Open-wheeled cars are single-seated, with wheels outside of the main body of the vehicle. When
ME finished off the Endurance heat, the feeling was indescribable. Engineers and trades work closely together
and it is intended that this relationship can be build right from the beginning of their training through this
collaboration. Teams are judged on business presentation, cost and design. It could include any physical parts
or work that had been completed for the project so far, but was not essential. On the 7th of December, our
team left the workshop in the early hours of the morning to arrive at Calder Park Raceway by 7am. Mr
Dykstra said the team was aiming for national competition at the end of in the Melbourne-based Formula
SAE-Australasia competition. Having passed scrutineering as early as possible with both cars, our team
members were given enough time to change and gather relevant materials for each event with minimal hassle.
The combustion car Cost Event was set to begin at 3pm and the electric car Cost Event concluded the day at
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5pm. Schools can enter both Class 1 and Class 2 cars, allowing Class 2 to be used for inexperienced students
to practise their development in advance of a full Class 1 entry. There are usually teams in this class. Mr
Dykstra said most team members were mechanical engineers but they also had electrical engineers and some
business students. Tec-NQ comprises some full time apprentices and also year 11 and 12 students completing
high school who concurrently complete the first 2 years of a trades apprenticeship. The primary goal for was
to pass all technical inspection areas and drive the car and this goal was far surpassed. Autocross started at am,
but there was a delay due to an oil leak on the track. All are welcome to come and see the car drive. Schools
could enter both Class 1A and Class 2A teams, with Class 2A allowing inexperienced students to gain
competition experience in preparation for a full Class 1A entry.


